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College Republicans pre~ident reflects -on URI Democrats look
to gain student voters
successful year, involvement on campus
BY HENSLEY CARRASCO

BY SHAWN SAIYA

Managing Editor

In a presidential election
year, with a race that has now
come down to two main candidates, political dialogue
and participation have each
intensified.
Conservativeminded students looking for
an outlet on campus that
reflects their views may find
solace
in
the
College
Republicans.
James McMahon, a fifthyear senior, has been involved
in College Republicans at the
University of Rhode Island
for the past three years. This
year, McMahon served as
president.
"It's been a productive
year, one with some unforeseen challenges, but also a
very
productive
year,"
McMahon said. "I think we
had a very strong year as an
organization. We were able to
put Iorth a number of events
anii we've actmdly ·increased
our membership as well. All
positives in a short, one-year

span."
McMahon said that at the
beginning of each academic
year, the College Republicans
brainstorm events that the
group would like to either
host or be associated with. He
said that in an average year
for the group, about half of
the ideas are executed. He
said the group was able to
pull off nearly every event
they were hoping to be able to
this year. _Events. that the College
Republicans were 'able to be a
part of this year included the
Rhode
Island.
Student
Political Boot Camp, which
was held in cooperation with
the College Democrats, the
controversial pro-life demonstration held on campus last
semester, a screening of the
film "Busted," along with a
Q-ahd-A panel of law enforcement professionals and a few
events with the Narragansett
and South Kingstown GOP
organizations.
- · "The tempo's not exactly

dropping now that the elec- Editor-in-Chief
tions and campaigns are heatDuring an election year
ing up," McMahon said.
where
the Republican race is
"We've got members that are
dwindling
down to a sole
associated with campaigns.
_
candidate,
an
organi~ation on
They're getting out there and
campus
is
helping
to make
getting boots on the ground
sure
Democrats
aren't
forgot,. ·.
as well."
The College Republicans ten.
The University of Rhode
have also been active in voicIsland
College Democrats,
ing its members' opinions
headed
by recently-elected
towards the state legislature.
junior
Alexander
Kowalski, is
"We had ·students bolh
looking
to
help
keep
sign the petition from [the
President
~arack
Obama
as
URI Student] Senate, the
Commander
in
Chief
for
poster boards," McMahon
said. "We had a few of our another term. Kowalski, a
students go up with the double major in political s~i-·
Senate for the rallies [in front ence and journalism, who
of
the
Rhode
Island said he's been an active memStatehouse]. We try and her in the organization for the
always maintain as big of a past two-and-a-half years,
public profile as we can with said the fall semester will be
focused on the Obama camlimited resources."
McMahon said that mem- paign.
"We have a lot of backbership levels in a College
and-forths
with
the
Republicans group can be a
challenge on a liberal campus Democratic party of Rhode
in a liberal state, but that Island and with the Obama
doesn't act as a deterrent · to campaign here ·in- -Rhode
Island,"
Kowalski
said.
Continued on page 3
"[We're going
to]
get
involved with [the Obama]
campaign."
Kowalski said the organization will be ,running voter
tied at three · in the fifth registration drives during
inning, the Rams rattled of student orientations so that'
five runs over the next two incoming students can be
innings to open up a lead and ready to vote for the fall. He
escape with a win and the said the voter registration
series victory.
drive is going to be a nonparThe finale marked the tisan event. Kowalski said
return of captain Anthony . they're running th~ voter regPisani. Pisani 'had been out istration event because the
for more than a month nu~s organization is "concerned
ing a strained elbow, but about
college
students'
looked strong in 1.2 innings involvement in politics" due
of work.
to a "stereotype that college
"~t felt
great today," students don't care about polPisani said.. ~'I had a lot of itics." A subject that he says
adrenaline. I was kind of they're "very concerned"
freaking out a little bit; it felt about.
good. It's probably been a litThough
helping
the
tle over a month so I went out Obama campaign will fulfill
there and let it go."
their mission, "to help elect
Foster said the team need- Democrats," they are also try~d a bit of a boost and Pisani's ing to gain additional memreturn was what the doctor bers in order to, according to
ordered.
their misswn statement,
"It was a big pick-me-up "train and engage new genergetting Anthony back out ations of Democratic student
there," Foster said. ''He did a activists,
shape
the
good job. It was nice to have Democratic Party with voices
him back out there."
from America's youth and
become a political voice on
issues that impact the future
Continued on page 3

Baseball team takes two of three from Xavier
BY MIKE ABELSON

Sports Staff Reporter

Three games in 27 hours,
being outscored 34-22 and a
doubleheader on Saturday
were among the many obstacles thrown in front of the
University of Rhode Island
baseball team over the weekend.
Even still, the Rams found
a_ way to persevere and take
two of three from Xavier
University to strengthen their
position atop the Atlantic-10
Conference standings.
Rhode Island won 8-7 on
Friday and took the second
game of a doubleheader on
Saturday 9-5. Xavier won
Saturday's first game 14-5.
"It wasn' t easy," head
coach Jim Foster said. "It was
just one of _those series you
have throughout the year. It
was a difficult series. We
always play tough games
with Xavier. They never stop,
they [never] quit and neither
do we."

The weekend started well
for the Rams. They jumped to
an early 5-0 lead on Friday
before surrendering six runs
in the· top of the fifth inning.
The Rams plated three_in the
bottom half of the inning and
held on for the win.
Junior Kevin Stenhouse
hit a pair of doubles and
scored · twice before leaving
the game late with a leg
injury. Freshman Tim Caputo
had three runs batted in.
Senior Chris Pickering
survived the fifth inning and
took home the victory.
The
opening
game
Saturday was one the Rams
will hope to forget. The
Musketeers put up five runs
in both the fourth and sixth
innings. The 14 runs given up
by Rhody were the most the
'Rams have given up all year.
"We knew today . was
going to be a battle," Foster
said. "Xavier never lays
down. The guys did a good
job of winning this series."
With the rubber match
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of America."
To do this, Kowalski said,
the College Dep:wcrats isn't
solely focused cln -the ability
to help democrats in election ,
races. The group, throughout
the year, has hosted a nll(tllber
of other events. ~- This past
November, with the "help of
URI, the College Democrats
of Rhode Island .o rganization,
with th,e help of a 1 t of stu~
9
dents "from Brown Vniv;ersity
and a lot of other Democratic
students throughout' ·the
state,"
the
organization
helped
with
the
"Of/By /For /RI: The Rhode
Island Student Political Boot
Camp."

"It was basically an allinclusive event that gave students political skills and
political organizing skills,"
Kowalski said. "[It also gave
them] activism knowhow [so
they1 could make change in
their community or run a
campaign or be an active
member [in] politics."
The-- event, which · ran
from November 19-21, consisted of ail-day events and
was -highlighted by the likes
of Providence Mayor Angel
Taveras, U.S. Congressman
David Cicilline and 2004 presidential candidate Howard
Dean, who gave the keynote
speech to the bootcamp.
Other events the organization is planning is a visit
this week from Anthony
Gemma,
who
recently
announced his second running for congress in the First
District. While here, Kowalski
said Gemma is planning on
looking for volunteers to aid
in his campaign. Kowalski
said the organization has also
hosted members of the
College Democrats of Rhode
Island and the Democratic
Party.
He added that many of
the members of the organization are looking to become
more socially active in addition to helping campaigns. He
said members want to coordinate donation drives such as
coat drives and food drives.
"There's a lot of members
want to become more
involved with community
Continued on page 3

Read. about what happened in this week's
episode of 'Awake.'
See page 6.
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Jqdge: DA can subpoena
NY Occupy protester tweets
NEW YORK (AP) - An
Occupy Wall Street protester
can't stop prosecutors from getting his tweets, a judge has ruled
in a clash over the bounds of privacy in an age of living publicly
on social networks.
In a ruling punctuated with
Twitter users' beloved hashtag
marks, the judge said prosecu'tors weren't overreaching by
seeking Malcolm Harris' public
tweets for weeks tbefore and
months after his Oct. 1 disorder:
ly conduct arrest on .the
Brooklyn Bridge, as well as the
u ser information surrounding
the Twitter account he used at
the time.
"There is, in fact, reasonable
grounds to believe the information sought was relevant and
material to . this investigation,"
Manhattan Criminal Court
Judge Matthew A. 'Sciarrino Jr.
wrote in a decision Friday. He
also found that Harris doesn't
have legal standing ·to challenge
a subpoena directed to Twitter
Inc., not him.
Harris' bid to quash the subpoena "is denied,'' the judge
wrote, underscoring "quash" and
"denied" with hashtags, which
Twitter aficionados use to mark
· key words:
.
. ..
,
Scial1'i'Mo;>adde~, · -h0wever,
' that J:i~:~oti'f<N'i~vie~·ti;1iiit~t~rial before the Manhattan District
Attorney's Office se~s it, in light
of Harris' privacy concerns.
Prosecutors' bid for the
tweets raised alarms among
electronic privacy advocates, as
well as a now-retired civil court
judge who wasn't involved in
the case.
They and Harris' lawyer
said ~e timespan was unreasonably broad, and althoti.gh the
tweets were sent publicly, seeking the accompanying user
information violated Harris' pri~
vacy and free association rights.
The data could give prosecutors
a picture of his followers, their
interactions through replies and
retweets, and his location at various points, said his lawyer,

Martin Stolar.
"There's a whole universe of
information out there that deals
with the associations that Mr.
Harris has," Stolar said at a court
hearing in March.
"Here, there· is .a privacy
interest in his communications
wit±} other people," he said.
Stofar said M.o nday that he
strongly disagreed with the
judge's ruling and intended to
challenge it.
Prosecutors saicl it was fair
game to go after publicly sent .
messages - ·some .of ·whi<;h are'
no longer visible because newer
ones crowded them out - and
they might co11tradict Harris'
contention that he thought protesters had police ·penhission to
march in the bridge roadway. He
was among more than 700 people arrested there. Police said
they ignored warnings to stay on
a pedestrian path; many demonstrators said they didn't hear the
warnings or thought officers
were leading them onto the road.
"All of the tweets that we
request are communications that
the defendant put out there, into
the world, and he has no privacy
interest," Manhattan Assistant
District Attorney Lee Langston
said at the March hearing. ·
"11u:i very purposed£ Twitter
is to sptead this information t~
the entire w6rld," Langston said.
San Francisco-based Twitter
Inc. declined to comment on the
judge's decision but noted.that it
makes a policy of notifying users
about law enforcement and government requests for their information, unless the microblogging service is legally barred
from doing so. The DA's office
had no immediate comment.
The dispute over the subpoena has received attention
from the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, which defends free
speech and digital rights online,
and from former Manhattan civil
court judge
Emily
Jane
Goodman, who wrote about the'
matter in The Nation · in
February.
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CONTINUED
rently putting together a coventure with the College
Democrats for campaign to
From page l
From page 1
get the vote out in the
the group making its pres- November election, including service, " Kowalski said.
ence felt. He pointed to stu- helping URI students register "Doing activities with the
dent activism within the to vote.
food bank {and] with Habitat
"This is happening now, for Humanity. They want to
group, w ith letters to the editor, participation in Student in May, when we're months focus more on social activism
Senate tuition protest, aware- away from the election and civic engagement as
ness brought to what he because we understand and opposed to just being helpers
called unfair and unconstitu- we h ope to further other peo- of the Democratic Party."
tional state policies that now ple's understanding that you
Kowalski safd he enjoys
offer in-state tuition to illegal may disagree with me and being a part of the organizaimmigrants and awareness to my beliefs, but voting is the tion becaus~ it gives him an
student civil liberties, such as simplest, purest form of opportunity to .meet people
the restFiction of the Second standing up for what you who are similar to him in
Amendment on college cam- believe in," McMahon said. political activism.
"Even if you believe in ~orne
puses.
''My favorite part of the
thing
different than me, I . College Dem[ocrats] is meet"We want to hit on topics
that are important on local, want to see you doing your Ing politically-active people,"
p ersonal, national [levels] all American duty, your civil Kowalski said. "Not just peoat the same time," McMahon duty, and voting. We hope to ple
who
are
so-called
stress that to people."
said.
'Liberal~;>'
or
so-called
McMahon said that the 'Democrats .' I. doh't think
While
the
College
Republicans were not affiliat- . group is currently in a transi- I've met pure Liberal on cp.
ed with the recent presiden- tion period and has started pure Democrat in . [my
tial campaign appearance by brainstorming for next· year. involvement]
with
the
Rep. Ron Paul (R-TX), which McMahon is the only outgo- College Dems.. They've all
was hosted by Youth for Ron ing member of the group and been very diverse people,
Paul at URI, McMahon said said he is working with the with very different priorities
that it was great to see that transition of the new execu- and very different passions.
tive board, including new So it's been a really good
happen at URI.
"It was great to see [pres- president Allison Shea,. who experience building relationident] Manny [Cumplido] will take the reigns from ships with them, getting to
· and the Youth for Ron Paul
know them [and] getting
group .spearhead that operaideas from them [on] how
tion and get a candidate in
they want to better society."
there like that," McMahon
said. "That reflects ~ell on
Youth for Ron Paul, the
From pag_e}__
University of Rhode Island
The Rams looked a bit
and conservatives in Rhode
shaky
defensively, commitIsland and URI as a group."
ting
six
errors during the
McMahon said that the
weekend,
but locked it down
College Republicans are curThe Good
Cigar- There's an app for that!
when they had to. They
turned three double plays ·in
Friday's victory.
- Senior catcher Milan
Adams stood out behind the
plate, throwing out five
Musketeer runners over the
course of the weekend.
"It's
unbelievable,"
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP)
Adams said. "The pitchers
A Pennsylvania man is
got it to me quickly, and I got suing the maker of the popuWhy bring home all of your w inter gear, clothes, books, bikes, etc?
rid of it as quick as I could. lar "Assassin's Creed" video
My arm felt unbelievable this game series for copyright
weekend."
infringement and asking a
Make life easier for you and your parents with our stress .free
Up next for the Rams is a federal court to stop the
home game today against in- release of its new installment.
storage! We offer spring pickup and fall delivery to your dorm ..
state rival Brown University
The Carlisle Sentinel
all for one affordable flat fee that ·includes 4 boxes! Lock in
before hosting the University reports that John Beiswenger
of Hartford tomorrow. A of Strasburg filed the lawsuit
early for great savings! Call now fo·r details!
weekend road-trip to No. 1- last week. The suit alleges
ranked
Florida
State that the video game series is
University looms this we~k substantially
similar
to
end.
"Link," a novel he published
"We've got to take it one in 2003. Beiswenger is seekgame ilt a time and look at ing up to $5.25 million in
what's in front of us," Adams damages.
said. "What's right in front of
A
spokesman
for
us is Brown and Hartford, "Assassin's Creed" maker
and we can't take them light- .Ubisoft Entertainment said
ly. Hopefully we'll get our Monday that the company
swings and our pitching right doesn't comment on ongoing
and get ready for Florida litigation.
State.".
"Assassin's Creed III" was·
scheduled for release later
this
year.
Ubisoft
Entertainment is headquar.tered in France, with a subsidiary
office
in
San
Francisco,
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Have something to
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Register to vote
With the visit paid to the University of Rhode Island by
presidential hopeful Rep. Ron Paul (R-TX) last Wednesday, it
is becoming increasingly evident that election season is coming. Whether you agree or disagree with Paul, the chance to
see a man running for one of the most powerful position in
the world should be an experience that is at least considered.
Although Paul is far behind front-runner and former
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney in the race for the
. Republican nomination for presidency, he is still in the race.
· Some students at URI have been very vocal about their
displeasure with rising tuition costs at the · state's flagship
campus. Some students joined the Occupy URI moyement
and demonstrated on the quadrangle earlier in the semester.
The URI Student Senate took the fight to the steps of the statehouse in Providence last month with a petition with thousands of student signatures on it.
Meanwhile, the College Democrats and College
Republicans are planning to help students voice their opinions in a non-verbal way - by registering them to vote.
Students who will be 18 or older by Nov. 6, and are not registered, should seriously consider doing so. Voting is the most ·
effective way to make your voice heard in the political
process.
Politicians are servants of the people, but it is easy for
them to push aside the issues of the people who do not go out
to the polls to vote for them. If the 18-29 year-old demographic would develop a stronger showing at the polls, then the
issues that most affect that group would become more pressing to politicians depen~ant on those votes to remain in office . .
There is a high probability that· this is the first chance
many URI students have to vote in a presidential election. The
infatuation with doing so may be enough to get you to register to vote, and very likely show up at the polls, however, be
aware that there will be more names on the ballot than just
those running for Co~mander-in-Chief. Learn who the candidates are who are running for the U.S. House of
Representatives in your district. Learn if a Senate or gubernatorial is up for vote this year. Learn who is running for your
town, city or county counciL The cliche that the "real world"
isn' t entered until after college is incorrect. You have a chance
to affect the "real world" by showing up to the polls in the
fall.
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Health and Fitness

if you bring some study materials enough water can cause fatigue,
while you work out. If you're on which is the last thing you want.
could be one of
Taking a
the treadmill at the gym and you
The countdown to finals has have your study guide in front of the best things you could d9 if
begun, stimmer vacation is in . you,. you'll be more apt to study it your focus is diminishing. A lot of
sight, and everyone's focus is because there aren't triany other students pull all-nightetS' before
drifting toward the beach instead options for distraction: Focus can their hardest finaL w!iich is not
of schoolwork But how are you increase at the gym and you can the smartest idea. If you can't ·
supposed to think about study- soak in mo~ information while avoid studying all night, you can
ing when it's 80 degrees and de-stressing; it's a win-win.
try to take a power nap during a
sunny? It's important to learn
Studying may take you study break Resting for 15-20
how to stick to studying and away from your regular activi- · ntinutes can t;ejuvenate you
ward off stress during finals ties, but it shouldn't interfere enough to get throJ.Igh the rest of
week You can use these tips to with your normal eating pat- your study schedule:·stm;, try to
make it through finals arid into terns. The last thing you want to get seven-nine hours of sleep per
summer without breaking down. do is grab the microwaveable night, .especially when you have
Even though it's tempting to noodles from under your bed in an important exam the next day.
lay out on the quad all day, it's place of dinner. You need to keep If you stay up all night studying,
crucial to keep your exercise rou- your energy and brain power up you won't have enough energy
tine going strong. Exercising for studying, so dorjt skip meals. or focus for the actual exam. Try
while you're stressed is the per- Snacking while studying can also making a study schedule before
fect solution when your attention increase the amount of informa- finals week starts so you can
is fading and you just want to tion you retail\ so grab a banana spread out your review.
sleep. Taking 30~60 minutes to go or some crackers with peanut
So, with about three weeks
for a wall<_ a jog or to the gym can butter to save for when you're until finals, start making your
help energize you and get you studying intq the late hours of the plan of action to tackle the week
out of your dorm room or the night. Also, drink a lot of water to and make it to summer- you can
library. You won't feel guilty for avoid dehydration. Not getting do it! Good luck!
not beillg productive, especially
BY SARAH MOSLEY

Cigar Columnist

nap

',)

----------------------------------------~--------------------------------- '

Professor invites URI to see military
rape awareness film
To the Cigar,
On April 25, the University
of Rhode Island will be hosting a
screening of "Ihe Invisible ·war,"
which documents the rape epidemic in the military and the
institutional hurdles to adequately arid appropriately addressing
the problem.
In Dec. 2011, The Guardian
reported that a female soldier in
Iraq was . more likely to be
attacked by a U.S. soldier than
killed by enemy fire. Twenty per.cent of all servicewomen have
been assaulted while serving,
equating to an estimated 500,000
women. In 2010 alone, according
to the Department of Defense
(DoD), there were 3,158 cases of
sexual assault within the U.S.
military. Further, the statistics
reported by the DoD does not
include the estimated 80 percent
of victims who decide not to
inform their superiors for reasons
ranging from fear for their personal safety to fear of profession~
al retaliation.
In Dec. 2011, according to a
report by the Sexual Assault and
Prevention and Response Office
(SAPRO), a division of the DoD,
of the 3,158 rape and sexual
assault cases only 529 reached a
courtroom, and of those only 104
resulted in convictions. As mentioned above, these numbers do
not include unreported cases,
which are estimated at 19,000 for
the year 2010.

As with the culture of rape pay. As the article notes, some of
that exists in our wider society, those discharged have even been
the victims of sexual assault and required to repay j:heir enlistment
rape in the military are often bonuses.
To summarize, some of the
blamed for the attack. This
included a series of PSAs created women and men who have been
by SAPRO, one of which brave enough to report having
involves a female member who been raped have been diagnosed
"should have known better'' than with personality disorders allowto walk across base at night ing the military to discharge
alone. One would ·expect t9 be them without retirement pay
able to move from one place to regardless of how close they were
another a on base without being to fulfilling their obligations to
sexually assaulted. Another PSA the military.
The military cannot be perimplicitly blames the imbibing of
mitted to continue to investigate
alcohol as the source of rape.
Even .more disturbing is the rape allegations within the miliways in which military adminis-· tary. It has proved itself unable to
tration intimidates women and fulfill this responsibility fairly
men into staying silent. Those and effectively. It is with this in
who have been victimized by mind that I am calling on ...
rape, but are found to have fabri- President Barack Obama to erecated the story, face loss of rank . ate an independent investigative
and other punitive consequences. body to take on this responsibiliThus, women and men · must ty. Anything less is a disservice to
decide whether it is worth report- victims past, present and future:
ing a rape when the goal of the You can join me and others in this
military is to find that rape did call by taking part in our letternot occur, and when such a find- writing campaign. Letters will be
ing will damage their chosen available at the event for those
who wish to participate.
career.
Please join us on April25 at 4
A Feb. 2012 article in The
New York Trmes details the mili- p.m. in URI's Swan Auditorium
tary's
diagnosing
soldiers for the screening of "The Invisible
deemed troublesome as having a · War" and a conversation regard"personality disorder." This ing the epidemic of rape in the
includes victims of sexual assault U.S. military. The event is free
and rape. Personality disorders and qpen to the public.
are considered by the military to
Professor Jeff Bachman
be a preexisting problem.
Therefore, this diagnosis allows
for discharge without retirement
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& ENTERTAINMENT

Marvel's 'Avengers' blockbuster five years, many films in the making
BY ALEX MCDEVITT
Contributing Entertainment Writer

Downey Jr., Marvel has since
given its fans four tremendous films to plant the seeds
It all began with one teas- for the culmination of it all
er trailer back in 2011, ending this May. In 2010, a decent
with an . impressive 360- sequel followed that solididegree shot showcasing six fied th~t Iron Man was definheroes preparing for the battle ing .the type of leader these
to end all battles. Who would Avengers needed after alL
these heroes be and why
After the big success of
exactly should we care to side "Iron Man," we flash forward
with their heroicness? Well, only a month later to one of
Iron Man, the Hulk, Captain the best reboots in the last
America, Thor, Hawkeye and decade with "The Incredible
Black Widow all stare down Hulk," in which scientist
their common enemy, Loki, Bruce Banner reacts to a
who is bent on enslaving all ex.p eriment gone wrong to
humanity for · the works of become the ever-so-smashing
complete domination. Who Hulk that we've grown to
will come out on top? We'll know and love over the years.
have to see on May 4 ... or Originally played by Edward
when the Internet gets spoiled Norton, Marvel and Norton
like it usually does before- fell away from a contract to
hand.
· keep him with the planned
With only two weeks "Avengers" movie and, soon
before the initial release of the after, a replacement was needJoss Whedon written/direct- ed. In comes Academy
ed adaptation . of ·. "The.
Award-nominated actor Mark
Avengers," perhaps one of the Ruffalo, and the Hulk was put
biggest anticipated movie in his place as more then just a
events of the year, let's not giant green monstrosity with
forget, as both fans of the no heart. I trust Ruffalo will
original individual works and put his all into the role, and
as movie fans alike, how a from there, expand on what
project like this, more than made Hulk so fun to watch.
five years in the making, was
After a hiatus of three
all possible. Starting with years without new· heroes,
"Iron Man," which re- "Thor"
and
"Captain
launched the career of Robert America" were released. Thor,

son of Odin, took the chance and attend to secret opera- I hope Whedon and company
flesh these two out, as I feel as
to become more then just a tions outside of army.
Unlike both Iron Man and though they might as well be
"pretty boy" god that seemed
more arrogant then he did Thor, but like the Hulk, replaceable S.H.I.E.L.D agents
-~
respected. Thor admitted his Rogers is given the powers at thi~ point.
So what bring these six
old ways were foolish, unac- out of strange circumstanceey
ceptable and really weren't · and assumes his role as the mini-armies-1ogether? Bring
deemed to hold the home infamous Captain America. in Samuel L. Jackson as Nick
world of Asgard a true hero. This is by far the most under- Fury. Although he's really
While . I
found
Chris appreciated Maryel movie to reduced (hopefully up until
Hemsworth as Thor to be a date, as I felt director Joe now) as more of a cameo !_igpretty competent actor and Johnston ("Jurassic Park 3") ure from film to film, he fits owned the role, director did a great job and Chris the part perfectly. He first
Kenneth Branagh seemed so Evans s):tines as both a boy came to .· Stark , with -the
out of touch with going from yearning to become a man ''Avengers Initiative" · that's
simple conversation scenes to and then, suddenly, a man been building · in the four
giant spectacle action. I didn't who is !poking for himself in a years since then, and · soon
hate "Thor," but I feel it's by world full of confusion'.
after -began recruiting . the
So where do the other two other -heroes. And really,
far the weakest Marvel movie
involving the Avengers.
heroes come into play? Scarlet that's how everything came .
Back on earth in the early Johansson as Black Widow together for "Buffy ' The ·
1940s, Steve Rogers joins the shows up in "Iron Man 2," Vampire Slayer" creator Joss
U.S Army to defeat the big who was quite honestly the Whedonto helm the $~0 milbad Nazi machine terrorizing only fresh thing added to the - lion project that's going to
the world during World War somewhat lacking follow-up. break superhero expectations:;_
"The Avengers" seems 'to '
II. Rogers is constantly bullied Sure, the eye candy factor is
because he is- considered too the main focus with her char- be the vengeful fight superweak and fragile to go fight in acter, as we're never given a hero movies might be in makthe war. This sad backstory is clear backstory, although she ing a final project worth the
why I can probably sympa- demonstrated her fighting hype and anticipation after
thize more with Rogers than skills in a couple scenes. The all, where the movie versions
all the other Marvel super- same would go for newcomer of superheroes can finally
heroes, perhaps ev.en more Hawkeye, played by up-and- cross paths just like they've
then Tony Stark. Because of a coming star Jeremy Renner been doing in their comic ..
heroic act, Rogers is the cho- ("Hurt Locker," "The Town"), incarnations for decades.
sen candidate to for the whose short cameo in "Thor" Now if only D.C. Comics
"super soldier" program, cemented him as what every- could . just get that "Justice
where soldiers are genetically one has been calling "that League" movie off the
enhanced to fight the Nazis archer dude" for months now. ground.
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ARTS -.& ENTERTAINMENT
'The Raid' keeps violent 'Awake' protagonist pots family at risk .in
action, excitement coming one realitY, reluctant to donate 'memories'
BY AUGIE KING
Entertainment Editor

Part of the fun of b-eing a
movie buff is the discovery of
independent movies that get
great word-of-mouth from
the festivals. It's even more
fun when those movies actua1ly make it to theaters alongside the blockbusters, even if
it's only for a-short time.
Raid,"
an
;'The
Indonesian
martial
arts
movie, is one of those movies
_I had been hearing about for
months but wasn't able to see
because it wasn't playing
close by, until now.
The plot is admirable in
its simplicity, setting up the
main character, setting and
story with quick and efficient
e<\~~ and getting to the action
almost immediately. During
th~ ':police raid of an aparttn;~ building ·run by a ruth1Ei~$i< drug lord, the SWAT
squ~d: is ambushed _by the
dfl:l.g: . lord's thugs and they
soO:i:t have to use their skills
an~ wits fight their way out
o£ 'the buiiding. Writer/ director. Gareth Evans is smart
enO:_tlgh to setup the situation
a:nd danger quickly, and then
drop little bits of plot and
charader development along
the way to keep the audience
engaged with the nearly nonstop action on display.
I have an affinity for martial arts movies of all kinds,
whether it is the lightning
speed of Bruce Lee or the
crazy stunt work of Jackie
Chan. "The Raid" distinguishes itself amongst t~e
pa:ck in a number of ways.
The dynamic fusion of the
gunplay and marti'al arts
fighting keeps the action
fresh from beginning to end,
and the brutality of it is pretty shocking. The fighting is
less graceful like Chan's work
and more along the lines of
hit-to~hurt type of brawls.

There's nothing outlandishly BY CONOR SIMAO
gory here (although one scene Entertainment Writer
with a fluorescent light was
In this week's episode of
pushing it), but this is not an
"Awake,"
Michael Britten balaction movie for the squeamances
nostalgia
and acceptish.
ance
of
change
as
he readies
Usually, I like to give
himself,
materially
and psycredit to the actors of a movie
chologically,
for
his
migration
in reviews, and star Iko
Uwais makes for a likable to Portland. Predictably, for
protagonist as we hope for his better or worse, the events of
survival, but the real star of one reality offer detective
the movie is Evans. 'The key Britten insight relevant to the
as to why the movie works so other. In "Nightswimming,"
well is the smoothness of its Michael learns how to effecpacing and progression, tively "let go" of his Los
which last years "Mission Angeles lifestyle in a variety
Impossible: Ghost Protocol" of symbolic ways.
There's the massive donaalso had in spades. The best
action movies build in - tion of the couple's mementos
momentum and Evans under- that Hannah is planning.
stands this, giving the audi- Boxes and boxes full of
ence bursts of thrilling action "memories," ar'e stationed in
at the beginning and then the garage ready to be
building toward the mayhem shipped out when Michael
and longer fights near the finds them and attempts to
obstruct the transa<ltion. The
end.
For this American release1 central theme of the series, of
Mike Shinoda of Linkin' Park course, centers on Britten's
was hired to compose a new · ·- inability to accept the loss of
music score. I was mildly either family member. Turns
skeptical of the. choice, as I'm · out he also can't stand the
not the biggest fan of Linkin' idea of parting with his old
Park, but the score fits the China plates or a tape
action just fine and never felt recorder purchased a few
as though it was forced in, _ decades ago. Not .rea)ly t()O
ramping up the tension in the surprising in light of the
more suspenseful parts. For story's premise, though, is it?
the eventual DVD /Blu-ray He cancels the goqdwill donarelease, I hope that the origi- tion to Hannah's chagrin.
nal Indonesian score will be Later he changes his mind
and, when asked why, claims
included for comparison.
"I'm glad I was able to to have "slept on it."
catch "The Raid" as soon as it
was showing in theaters. I'm
not sure if it's still around,
given the niche audience and
subdued marketing for its
release, but if you're lucky
enough to find it playing in a
theater near you and you'·re a
fan of hard-hitting action
movies, then this comes with
a very high recommendation.

That was some crafty
word play, if you ask me.
Indeed, per usual, when he
falls asleep in the red perception, he wakes up in the green
one. It is in: this reality that he
deals w ith a unique organized
crime case. A mob accountant' s car explodes and nearly
takes him out, so he wisely
reports the incident to the
· police. His reque~ti to become
an informant in exchange for
protection,
is
widely
embraced by the department,
which is more than happy to
crack down on the .notorious
criminal network. His wife,
on the other hand, is maddened deeply by the entire
situation.
To a certain extent,
nobody can really blame her.
She had no idea that her hus~
band worked for an illegal
cause and blamed this sudden
·
interruption in her privileged
lifestyle on his betrayal.
·· Additionally, she tends to be
very resistant when told she
would have to fit everything
she needs into one suitcase
before the two depart for witness protection relocation.
·Alina, as she's named, turns
out to .b e•. so desperately
upset, that she runs away
while the two are at the station.
Michael catches up with
her to speak it over. Turns out
she and her husband have
grown remarkably apart as an

expense of their lavish
lifestyle. She enjoys the material wealth but feels that it's
led to an immense void in her
marriage, as if the effort to
perpetuate their . standards
forced a chasm between the
two spouses.
The conversation ends up
being mutually beneficial, as
Mike learns that memories
don't exist in the tape
· recorder, but i~ < the song.
· That's a metaphor incredibly
central to his dilemmas in the
red reality. When he wakes up
there, he calls goodwill again
and let's them ztake the boxes.
Alter all, h~' s still got _his
wife, so who ' need~.' all the
extra stuff?
This week's "Awake"
waxed emotional and traded
in detective mystery credit for
emotional nuance. Neither
psychologist . makes
an
appearance, which may indicate that Michael is achieving
. epiphany
autonomously
. through his condition. That
being said, I doubt they're on
a permanent hiatus. Fans of
. the show are hungry to know
what awaits Michael and his
family once he and his wife
m?ke. ~~ .~ov~. bvt as o,#_yet,
the show has not really
expounded on this. · We are
free to speculate, but I get the
feeling things will only get
more complicated in the com· ing, final installments.

The pen is mightier than the sword
Write for us!
uricigar@ gmail.com
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CLASSIFIEDS .
NYC photo exhibit captu~es Wa~hol as youQg artist

Club Nodces
Fashion Merchandi~ing Society pre~~
the Spring 20 12 Fa~hion Show on
Thursday, April 26 in Memorial Union
Ballroom - doo~ open at 7 p.m., ~how
starts @ 7:30p.m. Ticket$ sold in advance
at box office for $5.00, day of$7.00 for studen~ & $10.00 general public.

liVing
House for rent, Eastward Look. 5-bed/3bath home for 2012-'13. Furnished, parking. $525/month per student. No smoking/no pe~. Beautiful home! Call (401)
556-4590 or (401) 949-4919.
Narragansett; academic year rental available. 3 Bed, 2 Bath. Furnished, garage.
Large yard. $ 1200/month. Available aca- .
demic year 2012-2013. ~drnark Realty
Group. (401) 789-31 00
3 bed, dishwasher, washer/dryer, off street ·
parking. $900/month. Call Barry at
(401)728-6418
Kingston 2 bed apt + 4 bed house.
Scarborough 2 bed duplex + 3 bed house.
No
pets.
(401)789-6580,
rnswojski@yahoo-COm
3 or 4 Bedroom house for rent in Sand Hill
Cove. Fully furnished, all amenities, great
neighborhood and location. (401) 5952885
Cute 1 bedroom cottage for rent. Fully furnished in a nice quite neighborhood. (401)
595-2885
1 roommate wanted. Your own bed/bath in 1
Harbor Village at the Commons, apt next to
pool/gym, available May 25 or Sept.
$650/month
plus
utilities.
crothl991@yahoo.com
6 bed New Eastward Acad. ' 12-'13 . 15
Greeue Lane (www.vrbo.com/167707) 43
Glendale
Road
( www.homeaway .co m /vacat ionrental/p303174). Email mjvercillo@hotmail.com or call (917)270-2185
Bonnet Shores, 4 bed 2 bath, furnished,
renovated, washer dryer, available now,
year round, summer, winter $15001800/month (401) 529-3201
4 bedroom, 2 .bath, 2 full kitchen. 20J2013
school ~ear rental avaj lable 'in
,..' f.' lo ..<:s- :1. d-.Fn.~o.ra- 9.1l"l- ~.;[J;Jn- 
asrward Loo . uuy . nmusnea. :see
vrbo.com/291403 for more inf~ + pies.
Email bethbrownl12@gmail.com (40 1)
241 -7347
Narragansett Pier, Scarborough, Eastward
Look, Bonnet Shores rentals. Academic
'12-'13, Summer '12. 1-6 bedrooms, $500$2400, off= accepted (401) 782-3900.
www.annobriemealty.com
Eastward Look North, extra-large 4 bedroom/2.5 bath, $2 100/month nicely furnished, includes recycling + cleaning.
Mature students wanted. Homeaway.com
#379941 email amy.bartolone@gmail.com
South Kingstown 4 bedroom Cape. 12
rnins to campus, plenty "of parking.
$1100/moiith pins utilities. Sep '12- May
'13, call (401) 263-1995

i

Selling your
ride?
Need a date
this weekend?
Place an ad in
the Cigar
today!
874-2914

NEW YORK (AP) ~Andy
Warhol once predicted 15 minutes of fame for everyone.
But 25 years after his
death, the pop artist's reputation and impact on the contemporary art world sh ow n o
signs of fading. His iconic
images of everyday consumer
objects and celebrities consistently comm and high prices
and draw enthusiastic crowds
to museum and gallery shows.
But · before he catapulted
onto the world stage, the
young artist" was already producing some of his most iconic
pieces. In a new exhibition,
Warhol is captured in photographs at the very cusp of the
pop art movement.
"Before
They
Were
Famous: Behind the Lens of
William John Kennedy," at the
Site I 109 gallery in lower
Manhattan, features rare shots
of Warhol and artist Robert
lnqiana posing together with
wh at w ere soon to become
their most celebrated works Warhol's
"Marilyn"
and
Indiana's "LOVE" logo.
Kennedy, a freelance photographer when the photos
were taken, had nearly forgotten about them and only rediscovered the images several
years ago in a "beat-up cardboard box" while sorting
through his archive, he said.
\"l~t.H~·1« ~ooko<' them"•' when
Warhol "was a known entitY
but had not yet exploded on

the scene," said Eric Shiner,
director
of the Warhol
Museum, located in Warhol's
hometown of Pittsburgh.
"They capture Andy both in
proquction mode and also
having fun mode."
The 82-year-old photographer, who lives in Miami
Beach, Fla., said he set out to
record "the .rising stars of the
new movement in pop art." He
sensed
immediately
that
Warhol would become "a grant
in the industry" but said he
"was amazed to meet this very
withdrawn and taciturn man."
Among his favorite photo-·
graphs is one of the pop icon
working at his Manhattan studio, The Factory.
"Piled up in the corner
were 50-75 sheets of acetate.
Andy said 'Those are proofs of
my work,'" Kennedy recalled.
As he unrolled one, "there's
this huge face of Marilyn
Monroe ~ a transparent proof
of his silkscreens."
He had Warhol hold it up
in front of him, creating a portrait within a portrait. . ·
In another image, the photographer posed Warhol with
one of his early flower paint-·
ings standing in a field of
black-eyed Susans, located in a
most unlikely spot an
industrial section of the
Flushing neighborhood in
New York City's Queens borl
ough.
These and about 50 other

silver gelatin prints of Warhol attracting m useums and coland some 30 of Indiana cap - lectors in a. big way in th~
ture the artists in their studios, 1980s.
relaxing, editing, painting and
The current auction record
chatting on the phone. The for a Warhol is $71.7 million.
works - presented by the Privately, one of his works has
Miami-based publishing house sold for more than $100 milKiwi Arts Group - are shown lion.
alongside some of the artists'
The show at the Site I 109
originals works. ·
gallery is just one of·many curKennedy shot hundreds of rent. or planned Warhol ·exhibiimages of the artists; 100 will tions around the world.
A major Warhol retrospecbe placed in the p ermanent
collectiotl of the Warhol tive is now on a five-city four
of Asia. After it concludes in
Museum.
The exhibition, which runs Tokyo in 2014, it may travel to
through May 29, also i~dudes New York, Mexico City' ~nd·
a 40-minute documentary film possibly Istanbul, said Shiner.
fe aturing p eople still living
During New York's Frieze
who were involved with Art Fair next month. the
Warhol, including such Warhol Warhol Museum will · show
superstars as Ultra Violet and some 20 Warhol Poiaroids
Taylor Mead.
alongsiqe• ; those by , J eremy
"What's great is all these Kost, a young New York artist
people are in their 80s. We who works under the nibric o{\
were able to capture them in the great pop artist. And
this juncture about a period Affirmation Art, a nonprofit
th at was almost lost in the art · space in Manhattan, is
early 1960s at such a monu- showing 50 Warhol photomental, pivotal point in the graphs, eight of which have
pop art movement," said Kiwi never been seen outside the
Arts founder Mike Huter.
Warhol Museum.
But the · showstopper w ill
Warhol, who used every
available medium to create his be a major exhibition at the
brand of imagery, died in 1987 Metropolitan Museum of Art
at the age of 58. His output titled "Regarding Warhol: 50
was prolific.
Artists, 50 Years." Scheduled to
"If you amass all the sales open in September and travel
of Warhols, he is by far the to Pittsburgh in 2013, "it will be
most sold ... in the art world" a blockbuster exhibition showtoda-y, said Alexc Rotter; ing how deeply entrenched
Sotheby's pop art expert, Warhol is in contemporary
adding that Warhol began art," Shiner said.

N. Korea vows to turn South's leadership to

PYONGYANG,
North
Korea (AP) - North Korea
sharply escalated the rhetoric
against its southern rival, claiming it will soon conduct "special
actions" that would reduce
South Korea's conservative govermrtent to ashes within minutes.
Monday's threat from the
North's military leadership
comes amid concerns that North
Korea may be plotting another
provocation in the wake of an
· unsuccessful rocket launch .condemned by the U.N. Security
Council as a violation of a ban
against missile activity.
U.N. Secretary-General Ban .
Ki-moon urged North Korea to
refrain from . "further provocative measures,'' telling reporters
in NewYork late Monday that
such actions "will not be desir- able for the peace and stability
of the Korean peninsula."
· North Korea characterized
the April 13 rocket l~mnch as a
failed bid to .send a satellite into
space ~ not a disguised test of
missile
technology
as
Washington and Seoul claim.
Two days after the attempt,
Pyongyang unveiled a new
long-range missile at a military
birthday parade for late
President Kim n Sung.
There are new concerns that
North Korea may conduct a

nuclear test as it did after rocket
launches in 2006 and 2009.
South Korean intelligence officials say recent satellite images
show the North has been digging a new tunnel in what could
be preparation for a third atomic test.
On the North Korean side of
the Demilitarized Zone, a military guide told The Associated
Press that he believes his country needs atomic weapons to
defend itself against the threat
of attack from the U.S.
"Nuclear weapons are not
the monopoly of the United
States," Lt. Col. Nam Dong Ho
said. "It's my personal opinion,
but I think we'll continue to conditct nuclear tests."
On Monday, the military
warned in a statement carried
by the state-run Korean Central
News Agency that it would
launch "special actions" soon
against the South Korean government and conservative
media.
For days, North Korea has
railed against South Korean
President Lee · Myung-bak and
conservative South Korean
media for criticizing its rocket
launch and the celebrations of
the centennial of Kim 11 Sung's
birth. But the military message,
attributed to the "special operation action group" of th~ Korean

ashe~

People's Army's Supreme tions.
Command, was unusual in its
"We urge North Korea to
specificity.
immediately stop this practice,"
"Once the above-said spe- Unification Ministry spokesman
cial actions kick off, they will Kim Hyung-suk told reporters,
reduce all the rat-like groups according to .the ministry. "We
and the bases for provocations express deep concern that the
to ashes in three or four fuin- North's threats and accusations
utes, in much shorter time, by have worsened inter-Korean ties
unprecedented peculiar means and heightened tensions:'
and methods of our own style,"
In November 2010, after
issuing a warning to the South
it said.
The threat .comes as North Korean government, North
Korea's new commander in Korean
troops
showered
chief,. Kim Jong Un, makes a artillery on a front-line island in
show of support for the "mili- disputed western waters held
tary first" policy championed by by South · Korea. The attack ·
his late father and predecessor, killed four people, including
Kim Jong II. North Korea marks two civilians.
However, it is unlikely that
the 80th anniversary of the
founding
of· its
army North Korea would launch a
large-scale fi\ilitary attack
Wednesday..
A South Korean Defense against South Korea, which is
Ministry official, speaking on backed by nearly 30,000 U.S.
condition of anonymity in line troops stationed in the South,
with departmental rules, said said Kim Young-soo, a professor
no special military movement ·at .Sogang University in Seoul.
Late Monday, a spokesman
had been observed in the North.
There also was no outward for the Foreign Ministry accused
sign of.. tension on the North the U.S. of slander and of spearKorean
side
of
the heading the campaign of critiDemilitarized
Zone.
At cism of its rocket launch. The
Panmunjom, small groups of launm prompted the U.S. to
tourists · were touring the halt a Feb. 29 deal to provide
"peace" village and the build- Pyongyang with much-needed
ings where the Korean War food aid in exchange' for a moratorium on nuclear and missile
armistice was signed in 1953.
Seoul expressed worry that activity.
the threats were hurting rela-
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Rhody

SPORTS
Softball team loses three, ties one over week~nd Women's tennis team
BY JONATHAN SHIDELER
Sports Staff Reporter

Sophomore Sam Bedore allowed 11 runs in the final
allowed five runs on three two innings. The three comhits, but had trouble finding bined for 11 hits and 11 runs,
The University of Rhode the plate as she walked seven eight of which were earne·d
Island softball team played Temple batters.
throughout the game.
two doubleheaders over the
The second half of Friday
In the afternoon game,
weekend. The first was was not as .closely contested freshman Car a Martin pitched
against Temple University on as the first~ The Rams were five innings. She gave up five
Friday and the latter on out-hit 14-9 and outscored 10- hits and three runs; she also
Sunday against Saint Joseph's 1 in five innings. Junior Kelly walked four and struck out
University. The Rams lost the Coker had two hits in three at five.
first three games and the bats and Massoni hit her sixth
Offensively Coker hit a
fourth game ended in a tie double of the year.
double, drove in a run and
due to rain.
Junior Erika Szymanski crossed home plate once as
The Rams are now win- pitched a complete game for well.
.Senior
Courtney
less in theirlast six games.
Rhody. Through the first four Prendergast went 1-2 and
"We knew April was innings Szymanski £aired walked once, the one hit
going to be tough for us," well, allowing only four runs, resulted in the team-leading
head coach Erin Layton said. which kept it _a three-run 50th of the year.
"We're just a small piece game. However, in the top of
The Rams now have a
away. from putting it all the fifth, the game slipped record of 18-27-1 overall and
together."
away when she allowed six 2-9-1 in conference play, but
Despite out-hitting the runs.
with eight conference games
Owls on Friday by two, the
After a day off Saturday, still on the schedule, the team
Rams only managed to plate the Rams took the field still has a chance to move up.
four runs, three of which Sunday verse Saint Josephs. The Rams take the field again
came in the bottom of the The first four innings were a today for a double header at
third. Senior Brittany Julich pitchers duel, as Rhody found · the
University
of
had one hit and crossed the itself up one run going into Massachusetts.
plate twice. Senior Nicole the fifth inning, thanks to a
·"As coaches we're trying
Massoni led the team in RBis RBI single by . sophomore to focus on the positives,"
with a two-run single. Jocelyn Mattison.
.Layton said. "It's important
Sophomore Stacey Fox was
However,. in the fifth and to stay dedicated, we have a
the only Rhody player to have sixth innings, starting pitcher chance
to
make
great
a multi-hit game; she went 2~ Szymanski, Bedore and soph- improvements the rest of the
3 as the Rams lost to a final omore Cassie Baker couldn't way."
score of 7-4.
get the job done as they

Ross homer lifts Red Sox to 6-5 win
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) Cody Ross homered twice,
tying the game with a two-run
shot in the seventh inning and
giving Boston the lead with
two outs in the ninth to snap a
five-game losing streak for the
Red Sox and beat the
Minnesota Twins 6-5 on
Monday night.
Starter~ turned-temporaryreliever Daniel Bard (1-2)
recorded two critical outs in
the eighth after the Twins put
the leadoff runner on third.
Alfredo Aceves picked up the
save, his third in five tries,
and all was right with the
reeling Red Sox for at least
one night.
Ace:ves gave up a one-out
single and a high drive to the
warning track in left-center to
Trevor Plouffe, but Denard
Span bounce9- back to the
mound to end it.
Ryan Sweeney misplayed
Jamey Carroll's single into a
two-base error that put him at
third with none out in that
pivotal eighth, after the ball
bounded down the right-field
line, ricocheted off the padded
facade of the seats in foul ter~
ritory and skidded away.
But Franklin Morales got
·Joe Mauer to ground out
weakly to first base, and Bard
retired two of the three batters
he faced sandwiched around
an intentional walk to Justin
Morneau. Josh Willingham
greeted Bard with a sharp line

drive, but it zipped straight at back for that in the sixth. With
third
baseman
Adrian one out and runners at the
Gonzalez for the second out.
corners, he dived to stop a
Then Ross put the Red Sox grounder by David Ortiz up
in front with his drive off Matt the middle and flipped to the
Capps (0-1).
second baseman Plouffe from
After a rainout on Sunday his stomach with one hand.
gave the rotation an extra day Then Plouffe whirled around
of rest, Red Sox manager for a perfect relay throw to
Bobby Valentine put Bard in finish the double play.
The Twins have more
his struggling bullpen for a
few days amid fan calls for the modest · expectations than do
young right-hander to take the Red Sox for this season
over for Aceves as the closer. after last year's 63-99 mess.
But Bard and Valentine insist- Their starting pitching has
ed the move was merely tem- . emerged as a significant conporary, and Bard is still on cern if it wasn't already this
track to make his next start on spring.
The rotation has a collecFriday.
"I still view myself as a tive 2-9 record with a 6.46
starter, and they said they do, ERA, last in the major leagues,
too," Bard said before the with 114 hits allowed in 92
game. He said he "asked a-lot innings with only 53 strikeof questions" about what the outs.
Gonzalez followed a pair
team's goals were with the
of singles with a sacrifice fly
decision.
Bard gave the relievers in the first, and Jarrod
some relief, but the starters Saltalamacchia smacked a 0-2
still need some,·too. Jon Lester slider into the front part of the
allowed six hits, five runs and section of :tight-field seats that
four walks over seven juts out and hangs above the
innings. He struck out four warning track to give the Red
but wasted a 3-0 lead.
Sox a 3-0 lead in the second.
Then after the · Twins
Danny Valencia's two-run
homer, his first of the season, surged ahead in the fourth,
followed Ryan Doumit's two- pulled away in the fifth and
run double in a four-run preserved the two-run edge
fourth for the Twins. Then thanks to Carroll's slick play
Plouffe drew a leadoff walk in at shortstop, Marquis gave the
the fifth, Span singled and a game back to the Red Sox on
run scored when Carroll that two-run drive by Ross
that so.ared high above left
grounded into a double play.
Carroll got the Red Sox field and into the seats.

eliminated in A-lOs
BY TIM LIMA
Contributing Sports Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island women's tennis team was
eliminated in the first round of
the Atlantic-10 Championships
on Thursday,
losing
to
Duquesne University 4-:3.
· Though Rhode Island, an
eighth seed, competed against a
ninth-seeded Duq~esne team,
the Rams fell short in their sin- .
·gles competitions, after taking
two of three doubles matches.
URI's Kirsten and Tristany
Leikem
defeated
Megan
O'Sullivan and Judy Li of
Duquesne 8-6, while Pam
Emery and Karolina Wojciak
downed Tara Majdalani and
Chandler Consonery 9-8.
After, though, the Rams
dropped four of six singles
matches. Kirsten and Nithila
Asokaraj accounted for the two
wins, with Kirsten winning 7-5,
7-1, and Asokaraj winning 7-5,
6-4. Though a disappointing
team loss, Asokaraj learned
from the experience.
"Being on a team with so
many seniors was extremely
beneficial to us freshman
because they were great role
models and set a high.~t~qard
of how to act on and' off the ten~

nis court," Asokaraj said.
In losing in the A-10 tournament's new single-elimination
style, the Rams' roller coaster of
a season came to a dose. This
roller coaster included a threegame win streak, followed by a
. s~-game losing streak, followed
by a seven-game win streak to
end the season. With all momen.tum on their side, though, the
Rams then fell in the first round
of the tournament..Aft:erbeating
URI, Duquesne would then fall
to
the
University
of
Massachusetts in the second
round. While uRI ended its season at 12-8, Duquesne ended its
'With a final record bf 13-9.
Though
the .
match
Thursday marked the last time
Kirsten and Tristany Leikem
and Pam Emery will play a
match for URI, the remaining
members of the team are freshman, and the future looks
bright.
Asokaraj, who was recently
named the A-10 Rookie of the
Week, finished the regular season with an 18-8 singles record,
while Wojciak recorded a regular season record of 15-9.
Additionall~ Kathleen Uy fin-.
ished her regular season with a
r~€Jn:4 of l~=lR·

Saints deny ESPN report
alleging eavesdropping
NEW ORLEANS (AP) to listen to the WWL-AM radio
The New Orleans Saints denied game broadcast.
"To think I am sitting in
an anonymously sourced ESPN
report on Monday which alleges there listening and actually ...
that general manager Mickey doing someflring ~ith the offenLoomis' booth in the Superdome sive anq. d~fe;nsive play cq.lls of
was wired so he could listen to the opposing teams makes this
opposing coaches' radio com- story and the unnamed sources
that provided the false informamunications during games.
ESPN could not determine if tion that much more less credithe system was ever used. The ble/ Loomis' statement contin~
report on Monday's "OUtside the ued. "It just didn't happen."
Washington
:Redskins
Lines" said Loomis would have
been able to eavesdrop on oppo- defensive coordinator Jim
nents from 2002 to 2004. The Haslett was the Saints' head
report also said the system was coach from 2000 through 2005.·In
disabled in 2005, when the a comment the Saints forwarded
Superdome was heavily dam- to the AP by email, Haslett
denied knowledge of any sysaged by Hurricane Katrina.
Saints spokesman Greg tem that would have allowed for
Bensel called the report "1,000 eavesdropping on opponents.
"At no time during my
percent false."
'We asked ESPN to provide tenure as head coach with · the
us evidence to support their alle~ New Orleans Saints did Mickey
gations and they refused," and I discuss monitoring opposBensel said. "The team and ing team coaches communicaMickey are seeking all legal tion, nor did I have any knowlrecourse regarding these false _edge of this," Haslett said. "To
my knowledge this concept was
allegations."
Loomis explained his use of never discussed or utilized."
If the Saints had installed a
an earpiece and described his
game-day
setup
in
the system allowing them to listen in
Superdome booth in an emailed on their opponents it would
have violated NFL rules and also
statement.
"I have a monitor in front of coUld have infringed on federal
me in my booth that provides . wire-tapping laws.
'We were not aware of it,"
the league issued stats for the
game," Loomis stated. "I have a league spokesman Greg Aiello
small TV with the network said. 'We have no knowledge of
broadcast and I have an earpiece the allegations."

